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Slogan: A COUPLES-ONLY EXPERIENCE

TOP-SELLING FEATURES
●
●
●
●
●

A unique couples-only (21+) concept in Miches, Dominican Republic, that offers a vacation
experience with VIP services and amenities
Exclusive all-inclusive resort
First-class services and facilities
Designer room decor, including state-of-the-art amenities
International, gourmet culinary experiences

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Provocative adult-oriented entertainment
Couples-only playroom
Au-naturel areas
Jacuzzi Lounge
Signature theme nights and pool parties
Special performances
Headliner DJs and live music
Exciting signature experiences menu
Spectacular spa
Breathtaking unspoiled Caribbean beach

CLIENT PROFILE
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Open minded
Tolerant
Adventurous
Well informed
Cultivated
Sophisticated
Enjoy their sexuality
They look for sensual ambiances
Enthusiastic about sexual topics (workshops, classes, books, blogs, etc.)
Enjoy an exclusive lifestyle
No inhibitions
They have high social skills
Usually have an important presence in private social media and private communities
They tend to be gourmand

DESCRIPTIVE COPY: 300 WORDS
Located within 100 kilometers (62 mi) of Punta Cana International Airport, in Miches, Dominican
Republic, Temptation Grand Miches Resort offers an elevated guest experience where we have
turned up the heat with an exquisite couples-only experience.
Get away from the routine of everyday life and dare to try something different. Listen to your inner
desire to set yourself deliciously free in a heavenly private setting, where you and your partner can
unwind, be your true selves, and rekindle the flame.

We have gone global with our unparalleled entertainment, offering stimulating daytime activities and
seductive theme nights that will take you to experience steamy fun like you have never seen or felt
before. All you have to do is follow our provocative Playmakers lead.
But what makes Temptation Grand Miches different? An exciting Jacuzzi Lounge and a pool that
are au naturel to try something new (please note that only the jacuzzi and the pool are au naturel;
swimwear and/or clothing is required at the beach). Additionally, you and your partner can fulfill your
every sensual fantasy at a private Playroom; an intimate space for those who dare.
This magnificent beachfront resort offers 114 captivating rooms and suites designed to exhilarate
the senses, each with exquisite décor, exclusive amenities, and VIP services that are sure to please
you.
With a wide variety of upscale restaurants promising gastronomic delight, our all-inclusive program
will send your taste buds on a flight. Our chefs serve nothing but the best with their fabulous
international cuisine; an explosion of flavor that you will savor. And because it’s always happy hour
at Temptation Grand, enjoy your favorite cocktail or beverage of your choice 24 hours a day.
Indulge in a couples-only, all-inclusive getaway, where our outstanding, discreet staff will go above
and beyond your expectations at this all-new location. Experience the Dominican Republic in a
sexier-than-ever way, with an intimate twist added to the already perfect Temptation vacation.

DESCRIPTIVE COPY: 250 WORDS
Located within 100 kilometers (62 mi) of Punta Cana International Airport, in Miches, Dominican
Republic, Temptation Grand Miches Resort offers an elevated guest experience where we have
turned up the heat with an exquisite couples-only experience.
We have gone global with our unparalleled entertainment, offering stimulating daytime activities and
seductive theme nights that will take you to experience steamy fun like you have never seen or felt
before. All you have to do is follow our provocative Playmakers lead.
But what makes Temptation Grand Miches different? An exciting Jacuzzi Lounge and a pool that
are au naturel (please note that only the jacuzzi and the pool are au naturel; clothing is required at
the beach). Additionally, you and your partner can fulfill your every sensual fantasy at a private
Playroom; an intimate space for those who dare.
This magnificent beachfront resort offers 114 captivating rooms and suites designed to exhilarate
the senses, each with exquisite décor, exclusive amenities, and VIP services that are sure to please
you.

With a wide variety of restaurants promising gastronomic delight, our all-inclusive program will send
your taste buds on a flight. Our chefs serve nothing but the best with their fabulous international
cuisine; an explosion of flavor all guests will savor. And because it’s always happy hour at
Temptation Grand, enjoy your favorite cocktail or beverage of your choice 24 hours a day.
Indulge in a couples-only, all-inclusive getaway, where our outstanding staff will go above and
beyond your expectations at this all-new location. Experience the Dominican Republic in a
sexier-than-ever way, with an intimate twist added to the already perfect Temptation vacation.

DESCRIPTIVE COPY: 200 WORDS
Located within 100 kilometers (62 mi) of Punta Cana International Airport, in Miches, Dominican
Republic, Temptation Grand Miches Resort offers an elevated guest experience where we have
turned up the heat with an exquisite couples-only experience.
We have gone global, offering stimulating daytime activities and seductive theme nights that will
take you to experience steamy fun like you have never seen or felt before.
But what makes Temptation Grand Miches different? An exciting Jacuzzi Lounge and a pool that
are au naturel (please note that only the jacuzzi and the pool are au naturel; clothing is required at
the beach). Additionally, you and your partner can fulfill your every sensual fantasy at a private
Playroom; an intimate space for those who dare.
This magnificent beachfront resort offers 114 captivating rooms and suites with exquisite décor,
exclusive amenities, and VIP services that are sure to please you.
With a wide variety of international restaurants, our all-inclusive program will send your taste buds
on a flight. And because it’s always happy hour at Temptation Grand, enjoy your favorite cocktail or
beverage of your choice 24 hours a day.
Indulge in a couples-only, all-inclusive getaway, where our outstanding staff will go above and
beyond your expectations at this all-new location. Experience the Dominican Republic in a
sexier-than-ever way, with an intimate twist added to the already perfect Temptation vacation.

DESCRIPTIVE COPY: 150 WORDS
Located within 100 kilometers (62 mi) of Punta Cana International Airport, in Miches, Dominican
Republic, Temptation Grand Miches Resort offers an elevated guest experience where we have
turned up the heat with an exquisite couples-only experience.

Enjoy an exciting Jacuzzi Lounge and a pool that are au naturel (please note that only the jacuzzi
and the pool are au naturel; clothing is required at the beach), as well as a private Playroom,
stimulating daytime activities, and seductive theme nights that will take you to experience steamy
fun like never before.
This magnificent beachfront resort offers 114 captivating rooms and suites with exquisite décor,
exclusive amenities, and VIP services that are sure to please you.
With a wide variety of upscale restaurants, our chefs serve fabulous international cuisine. And
because it’s always happy hour at Temptation, enjoy your favorite cocktail or beverage of your
choice 24 hours a day.
With an intimate twist added to the already perfect Temptation vacation, indulge in a seductive
couples-only, all-inclusive getaway, as you experience the Dominican Republic in a sexier-than-ever
way,

DESCRIPTIVE COPY: 100 WORDS
For a seductive couples-only getaway, Temptation Grand Miches Resort offers an exciting Jacuzzi
Lounge and a pool that are au naturel (only the jacuzzi and the pool are au naturel; clothing is
required at the beach), a Playroom, stimulating daytime activities, and sensual theme nights that
will take you to experience steamy fun like never before.
Additionally, our 114 captivating rooms and suites, with exquisite décor and VIP services, are sure
to please you.
With a wide variety of restaurants, our chefs serve fabulous international cuisine. And because it’s
always happy hour at Temptation, enjoy your favorite cocktail or beverage of your choice 24 hours a
day.
Experience the already perfect Temptation vacation in a sexier-than-ever way in the Dominican
Republic!

DESCRIPTIVE COPY: 75 WORDS
For a seductive couples-only getaway, Temptation Grand Miches Resort offers an exciting Jacuzzi
Lounge and a pool that are au naturel (only the jacuzzi and the pool are au naturel), a Playroom,
stimulating daytime activities, and sensual theme nights, in addition to 114 captivating rooms and
suites, with exquisite décor and VIP services.

With a wide variety of restaurants, our chefs serve fabulous international cuisine. And because it’s
always happy hour at Temptation, enjoy your favorite cocktail or beverage of your choice 24 hours a
day.

DESCRIPTIVE COPY: 50 WORDS
Temptation Grand Miches Resort, our new couples-only resort in the Dominican Republic, offers a
Jacuzzi Lounge and a pool that are au naturel (only the jacuzzi and the pool are au naturel), a
Playroom, stimulating daytime activities and theme nights, 114 rooms and suites, a wide variety of
restaurants, and your favorite cocktail or beverage of your choice 24 hours a day.

DESCRIPTIVE COPY: 25 WORDS
For a stimulating getaway, Temptation Grand Miches Resort, our all-new couples-only resort in the
Dominican Republic, offers a Temptation vacation full of sensorial ecstasy.

ACCOMMODATIONS
Temptation Grand Miches Resort offers 114 exquisite rooms and suites. With silky smooth marble
and fresh tones of fine wood, we’ve created intimate spaces that have been equipped with VIP
services, first-class amenities, and views of the breathtaking sea or tropical gardens, giving you a
sense of erotic fun. All accommodations have a king-size bed.

ROOM CATEGORIES
12 Lovers’ Swim Up Grand Suites
Bottom floor: 72.30 m
Bedroom: 45.50 m
Terrace: 14.95 m
Total dimensions: 132.755 m
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2

2
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12 Affair Jacuzzi Grand Suites
Suite: 61.45m
Terrace: 9.40 m
Total dimensions: 70.85 m
2

2

2

4 Passion Pool View Jacuzzi Suites
Suite: 61.10 m
Terrace: 8.00 m
Total dimensions: 69.10 m
2

2

2

14 Lovescape Tropical View Jacuzzi Rooms
Suite: 61.10 m
Terrace: 8.00 m
Total dimensions: 69.10 m
2

2

2

14 Intimacy Tropical View Jacuzzi Rooms
Suite: 61.10 m
Terrace: 8.00 m
Total dimensions: 69.10 m
2

2

2

58 Fantasy Tropical View Rooms
Room: 44.95 m
Terrace: 9.80 m
Total dimensions: 54.75 m
2

2

2

LOVERS’ SWIM UP GRAND SUITES
Our 12 Lovers’ Swim Up Grand Suites will indulge you in a world of provocative pleasures. These
unique spaces promise mind-blowing moments for you and your partner. Live the pleasure of
waking up in one of these exclusive two-story suites, where you can relax in your loft-style bedroom
with a king-size bed, private bathroom, and walk-in closet.
After a moment of morning intimacy, lose yourself in ecstasy as you dine on your private terrace, or
perhaps take a dip in your swim up or your jacuzzi, whichever satisfies your current mood. And if
you are craving space for friendly encounters, your oversized living space on the first floor, with a
fully-stocked bar, is sure to take your experience to a whole new level. Please see the amenities
chart for all the exclusive details.

AFFAIR JACUZZI GRAND SUITES
Our 12 Affair Jacuzzi Grand Suites provide you with an experience beyond your imagination.
Exquisitely decorated, you can enjoy unique moments of passion and pleasure with your partner
while relaxing in the privacy of your jacuzzi.

Be seduced by all the amenities these suites have to offer. Please see the amenities chart for all the
exclusive details.

PASSION POOL VIEW SUITES
To experience pleasure with no boundaries, we offer 4 Passion Pool View Suites. Each suite, with
its soft, seductive décor will invite you to surrender to your passions while you enjoy the jacuzzi with
your partner in the privacy of your room.
Be seduced by a world of sensuality which includes a spectacular ocean view. Please see the
amenities chart for all the exclusive details.

LOVESCAPE TROPICAL VIEW JACUZZI ROOMS
Our 14 Lovescape Tropical View Jacuzzi Rooms will make a difference in your stay with us. Each
suite, with its soft, seductive décor, will invite you to surrender to your passions, while you enjoy the
jacuzzi with your partner in the privacy of your room. Be seduced by a world of sensuality which
includes VIP room amenities. Please see the amenities chart for all the exclusive details.

INTIMACY TROPICAL-VIEW JACUZZI ROOMS
Our 14 Intimacy Tropical View Jacuzzi Rooms will make a difference in your stay with us. Each
suite, with its soft, seductive décor, will invite you to surrender to your passions, while you enjoy the
jacuzzi with your partner in the privacy of your room. Be seduced by a world of sensuality which
includes VIP room amenities. Please see the amenities chart for all the exclusive details.

FANTASY TROPICAL VIEW ROOMS
Temptation Grand has 58 Fantasy Tropical View Rooms, each with gold and chocolate accents
which harmonize with the seductive concept of our couples-only resort. Enjoy fabulous amenities
plus a spectacular tropical view. Please see the amenities chart for all the exclusive details.

AMENITIES

Personalized
check-in, including
welcome glass of
sparkling wine
All meals (breakfast,
lunch and dinner)
In-room dining (a
service fee may
apply)
Daytime & late-night
snacks
International
premium alcoholic
beverages, fine
house wines, beer
and refreshments
Free high-speed
Wi-Fi (the availability
of coverage is inside
rooms and closed
public areas)
IPTV FHD TV signal
Free adult TV
channels
Free national calls
(landlines)
Free calls to USA
and Canada
(landlines)
Hotel taxes and tips
Living room
Round-trip airport
transportation (min.
4-night stay)
VIP check-in
Distinguished guest
bracelet
Swim-up pool
Exclusive beach
beds & chairs
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Private concierge
Private butler
Preferential,
restaurant
reservations
Möet upon arrival
Sparkling wine daily
Turn-down service
Tantra sex amenities
Private terrace with
jacuzzi and breakfast
table
Bali Bed (at the
beach)
Indoor silk bathrobe
+ beach bathrobe
Espresso
machine/teas
Fully-stocked bar
Walk-in closet
Welcome fruit basket
and bottle of
sparkling wine
Air conditioning
(Individual climate
control)
Telephone
In-room safe
Bathroom with vanity,
two washbowls,
separate shower, and
toilet
Bathroom with 2
washbowls and
shower
Coffee maker
Hairdryer
Balcony or terrace
with sitting area
Bathrobes and
slippers
Iron & ironing board
In-room minibar
stocked with water,
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beer & soft drinks
daily
Alarm clock
Surround system
Docking station
Memory foam bead
Pillow menu
Private in-room
jacuzzi
Private jacuzzi
In-room daily
continental breakfast
Daily afternoon hors
d’oeuvres
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ALL-INCLUSIVE FEATURES
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

5 different categories of accommodations
Personalized check-in, including welcome glass of sparkling wine
All meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner)
In-room dining (a service fee may apply)
Dining at 6 international restaurants
Daytime & late-night snacks
4 conveniently-located bars
International premium alcoholic beverages, fine house wines, beer and refreshments
Sauna & Jacuzzi Lounge
Au-naturel areas (pool & Jacuzzi Lounge)
Oceanfront beach beds
Beach & pool concierge service
Provocative daytime & evening entertainment
Disco & lounge
Non-motorized water sports
Fully-equipped Gym
Free high-speed Wi-Fi (the availability of coverage is inside rooms and closed public areas)
IPTV FHD TV signal
Free adult TV channels
Free national calls (landlines)
Free calls to USA and Canada (landlines)
Hotel taxes and tips

ADDITIONAL SERVICES ($)
●
●
●
●
●

Fantasy Menu
Spa treatments
Additional menu dining options
Exclusive list of wine & liquors
Logo shop/convenience store

RESTAURANTS & BARS
*All dining venues and bars, and their operating hours, are subject to change without prior
notice.

ARRECIFE
An eclectic delight in every bite is what you’ll find at our international cuisine buffet.
Breakfast: 7:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Dinner: 6:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Dress code: casual

SUKI
An Asian food affair with a fusion flare at its finest. Our chefs will combine traditions from different
kitchens using imagination and improvisation. For an exotic fine dining experience out of this world,
meet your highest expectations at Suki.
Dinner: 6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Dress code: elegant casual
TENTAZIONE
With our distinct set of flavors, recipes, and fresh ingredients, this dining experience can be
described as a celebration of Italian flavor. Buon appetito!
Buffet: 12:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Dress code: casual

TENTAZIONE SNACK
Our snack bar will be one of your favorite places throughout your stay. Stop by and grab your
favorite snack; don’t let your munchie mood get in your way.
Snacks: 4:30 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Dress code: casual

ADDICTION
Where coffee and friends make the perfect blend. Stop by for your favorite hot or cold beverage and
a sweet treat; after all, vacation is what you bake of it!
Open: 7:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Dress code: casual

SAHLÓ
It would be a sin not to dine and wine at Sahló, where culinary desire is fulfilled with exquisite
delicacies prepared by our experienced chefs.
Dinner: 6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Dress code: elegant casual

BARS
MELANGE
This bar is a high-energy hotspot for couples to gather each night. Our master-mind mixologists
work their magic to make everything just right!
Open 24 hours.

SWIM UP BAR
Make your way over to our sexy swim up bar, just a few strokes away from the action. Grab a
cocktail and get in on the action, let us take care of guest satisfaction.

Open: 10:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.

Y NIGHTCLUB & PLAYROOM
Put your hands in the air like you just don’t care! At our disco, heated bodies and throbbing beats
allow our DJs to sweep you and your partner off your feet. It’s the perfect place to see and be seen!
And in the privacy of our alluring Playroom located within the Y nightclub, passion truly rules the
night. This erotic, intimate space is exclusive for couples.
Open: 10:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

JACUZZI LOUNGE BAR
A discreet aquatic oasis of the sexiest kind, serving up all of the favorite beverages you have in
mind.
Open:1:00 p.m. – 3:00 a.m.

EXOTIC SPA & GYM
Unleash your senses and allow yourself to be seduced by the sensual treatments that our Exotic
Spa (additional fees apply) has to offer. No matter what treatment you select, your body, mind and
soul will be pampered and rejuvenated. Choose from an array of soothing rituals and deliciously
sensual techniques that promise both relaxation and rejuvenation. Finish your spa day in our
couples’ Jacuzzi. Our steam rooms and sauna are included in your all-inclusive program.
If you like a more invigorating and dynamic activity, come and workout in our spectacular gym, and
allow yourself to be embraced by the energy and inspiration of this facility.

.

AU-NATUREL AREAS
For your enjoyment, our pool and our Jacuzzi Lounge are au naturel areas. Our pool offers two
concepts: half is dedicated to our daytime entertainment and the other half is a quiet place for those
looking to rest and recover. These are exhilarating hotspots where you can relax, mix, and mingle
with other like-minded couples.

Surrender to the unparalleled sense of freedom provided by the au naturel experience in a fun,
grandiose, secluded resort where privacy reigns.

SIGNATURE ENTERTAINMENT
On this adventure, we’ll be taking entertainment to an all-new level. Our out-of-this-world legendary
entertainment, led by our dream team of Playmakers, offers sexy fun for every couple. We provide
the atmosphere, and you provide the cheer.
Daytime playtime includes pool parties with music, activities and foamy fun. And at night, our sexy
theme nights will rise the temperature to sensual new heights. Remember: what happens at
Temptation Grand Miches Resort stays at Temptation Grand Miches Resort, so go wild and feel
free, meet new friends, and experience all that invites you to see and be seen.

HOUSE RULES
So that all guests may fully enjoy their experience, we ask you and your partner to respect the
following rules of the game:
●

For the comfort of all guests, we ask that you use appropriate attire in all restaurants, lobby,
and the beach. The only au naturel areas are the pool and the Jacuzzi Lounge.

●

Keeping the identity of our guests private is extremely important to us. For this reason, we
ask that you refrain from taking photos or videos in any/all of our resort’s public areas. Feel
free to enjoy doing so in the privacy of your room.

●

Our Jacuzzi Lounge & Playroom were designed for sexual pleasure. These are
couples-only areas.

●

Please treat all guests with utmost respect and remember the Golden Rule: ‘NO’ means
‘NO’.

●

Balance is important, some like to rest while others party. After midnight, your fellow guests
would appreciate it if noise levels are kept to a minimum.

●

We have created an open-minded ambiance at Temptation Grand; however, drug use will
not be tolerated.

●

Temptation Grand takes great pride in providing you with a safe couples-only environment
in which to enjoy your vacation; however, it is a firm company policy that all staff members
are strictly forbidden from interacting intimately or drinking with guests; doing so will result
in their immediate dismissal.

●

For the health and safety of all guests, our staff reserves the right to refuse alcoholic
beverages to any person visibly intoxicated.

●

No manifestation of physical or verbal aggression will be tolerated. We reserve the right to
remove from the property anyone who commits the above-mentioned.

LOCATION
Temptation Grand Miches Resort is located on a paradisiacal unspoiled beach, within a
95-kilometer drive of Punta Cana International Airport in Dominican Republic.
Address: Carretera Miches Higüey km 2, Miches, Dominican Republic.

IMPORTANT
Check in is at 3:00 p.m. and our check out time at 11:00 a.m. However, guests will have a 1-hour
allowance for check out until 12:00 noon.

COPYRIGHT POLICY
This series of texts is property and creation of Original Group; it is to be used exclusively for the
promotion of Temptation Grand Miches Resort. We provide this document so that clients have
enough information about the concept of our resort.
You are welcome to use them to create your own materials, however, copying them word for word
will be considered plagiarism and Original Group reserves its right to take legal measures against
this practice. To make use of our texts, please contact us at: brand@original-group.com

HOTEL & CONTACT INFORMATION
Visit: temptation-experience.com

Sales Director: Alma Mendoza
E-mail: amendoza@original-group.com
Sr. Sales Manager: Dania Hernandez
E-mail: dhernandez@original-group.com
General Hotel Manager: Enrico Albert Rubli
E-mail: erubli@original-group.com

Marketing Director: Uriel Gutierrez
E-mail: ugutierrez@original-group.com
America & Europe Sales Manager: Dania Hernandez
E-mail: dhernandez@original-group.com
Group Manager: Fernanda Bernard
E-mail: groups@original-group.com
Accounting: Katia Ulloa E-mail:

cxc1@original-group.com
Reservations:
Phone: +52 (998) 848 79 41
Toll-Free USA:1 877 485 8367
Toll-Free Mexico: 800 215 1000
E-Mail: res.grandmiches@original-group.com
Media: media.original-group.com
Visit: temptation-experience.com
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